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Other News:

Naas Meeting 

M.A.L.E.s Kildare continue to
meet on the 4th Tuesday of
the month in Ballycane
Church in Naas. The next
meeting is on Tuesday the
27th June. Doors open at 7:15
pm. For further information
email Gerry at
maleskildare@gmail.com

              

  
  

Hello {First Name},

Greetings again and welcome to the June edition of An Turas.

During the past three months or so we've all had to learn to live with
Covid our new teacher. Most of us would have preferred a different
teacher, a different class - even a different school if the option were
there. Covid has presented us with a new reality that demanded a new
response from us at both personal and collective levels. Yes, there has
been much pain and suffering - and loss of life
particularly among the most vulnerable people in our
society. And while we might wish Covid a speedy exit
from our midst, we'd be foolish not to realise
that nothing ever goes away until it has taught us what
we need to know - and, clearly, we have much to learn yet from
Teacher Covid.

You will notice that our banner above announces that applications for
our 2021 Rites in Kiltegan are now open and can be accessed on our
website - if you click on the banner above it will take you directly to the
application forms. We are in the process of assembling a strong team
to lead the Rites and we'll announce that team in due course. The
global presence of Covid means that Rites scheduled for this summer
in different countries have been postponed until it's safe to proceed
with them.

There is an Irish proverb that goes, "Is olc an ghaoth nach séideann
maith do dhuine éigin," - it’s an ill wind that doesn’t blow good for
someone, - and that's been particularly true with regards to our Zoom
or virtual meetings. In recent months, all our local and national
meetings have taken place on our Zoom platform, and if you check our
Zoom links on our website you will see we have a number of open
Zoom meetings scheduled for Thursday evenings and on the first
Saturday of every month - and it's been great to see people outside
Ireland join us in those meetings. And, speaking of our website, it is
currently undergoing a transformation and the new-look website will be
launched next month.
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*****

North Dublin Meeting

This group meets on the
first Tuesday of the month
at Cottrell Lodge, 16A
Ormond Road, Drumcondra,
D09AW26. Convenor: Paul
paulbarr777@gmail.com

*****

Mount Argus Meeting

The group meets every
Tuesday in St Paul's
Retreat, Mt Argus from 7pm to
9pm.
Eircode D6W XR66.
Convenor: John 

*****

Causeway Coast Men's
Circle
The group meet on the third
Wednesday of the month
in The Sandel Centre,
Knocklynn Road, Coleraine,
Co Derry at 8pm. Convener:
Arthur
iamarthurkennedy@gmail.com

*****

Ballyroan Meeting

The group meets in the Ruah
Centre (beside Ballyroan
Church and Library, off Marian
Road) the 2nd and 4th
Mondays of the month from
7.30pm to 9.30pm (except for
July and August). 
Convenor: Gerry
Email: moore.gmbe@gmail or
telephone 087 2614248.

*****

Tearmann Meeting

The group meets every
Wednesday in the side room
of Holy Rosary Church on
Oldcourt Avenue at 7.45pm to
9pm. Eircode D24 X798.
Convenor: Martin
tearmann12@gmail.com or
telephone: 087 0919959.

 *****

Larne Meeting

We usually meet on the
second Thursday of the

In his piece below, Paul, our Elder Council Convener speaks of
balance in our lives, while Jonathan in his beautiful poem writes, "It is
said that the wise grow silent in solitude amidst the tumult," - a
challenge for all of us. George in his contribution "Pathways to
Spirituality" reminds us to "be grateful to your body for being such a
hospitable place for your journey through life." I include some links to
the poet and writer Kevin McCormack whose creative genius has been
in overdrive during the Covid pandemic. Check him out below.

Finally, we're really keen to promote MALE's Ireland countrywide and
we can't wait to get back on our Road Trips for that very purpose. As
soon as we get the all clear, we'll be heading down to Wicklow to help
our brothers set up a local group there. In the meantime, go well and
stay safe.

Sin a bhfuil uaimse go dtí an chéad eagrán eile. Slán go fóill.

Kevin (Editor) 

A word from our Elder Council Convener

Finding my balance!

I arrived into this world, helpless and dependent. Someone had to feed
me, clothe me and to hold me close so that, somehow, I knew I was
safe and loved. After a while, I started to explore the place I found
myself in. With a never-ending appetite to discover more and more
about my surroundings. There’s a line from a song that puts it so well:
“The more I learn, the more I realize, the less I know!”

The popular television show “Strictly Come Dancing” gives amazing
examples of synchronization between movement and music; the
dancers make it look so easy. That’s the illusion.  From my earliest
days I have been trying to find my balance. With practice the lurching
one way and then the other became less pronounced and some days I
can make it look so easy.

That’s the illusion.

It seems that the art of living can be revealed when my physical self,
my emotional self and my mental self are more in balance. It is not as
easy as it looks. Some effort is needed; trial and error are good
teachers! The background music can change and I may need to speed
up or slow down to find my balance.

“And the beat goes on!”

Paul
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month, September to June
inclusive, 7:30pm to 9:30pm
at Drumalis Retreat House,
Glenarm Rd, Larne BT40 1DT.
All men, irrespective of faith,
culture or orientation are
welcome. Convenor: Patsy
bell.bell9190@gmail.com

*****

  
Do you have time for
Meditation or Yoga?

Anam wellness Centre (run by
John O'Flynn) hold daily and
weekly yoga and meditation
sessions at their centre in
Tallaght. For more details visit
https://anamashram.com

****** 

Helping other men 

If you are in a position to to
help other men who cannot
afford to participate in events
such as the Rites of Passage,
SoulArise, Young Men's Rites,
then you might consider
making a donation. This may
be a once off or indeed a
regular contribution. Either
way it will go towards helping
a man who at present cannot
financially help himself. Our
bank details are at the bottom
of this newsletter and thank
you in advance. It is thanks to
these donations that we are
able to offer some bursaries to
those men.

 *****

 
 

 

 

Reflection:

 

It is said…

It is said that the wise grow silent
In solitude amidst the tumult
Hearing what is unspoken 
Seeing that which is beyond sight

Walking where others do not go
Descending into darkness beyond light
Resting in the unknown stillness
Resisting the temptation of thought

Few words pass their lips
Quiet are their hands 
Their journey is inward
Their destination is peace

May my soul take that path
My spirit quicken my pace
Letting all else pass
For that One of great price

- Jordan A Hamilton 

 

Why Males Need Initiation

In "Why Males Need Initiation," Fr. Richard Rohr shows
how primal societies have demonstrated that cultural
survival is dependent on personal spirituality.
Unfortunately, the proven way to lead males on this
journey has been lost to the West for a thousand years.
Fr. Richard addresses the reality that if men are not led
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through an inner journey of
powerlessness, they will
inevitably misunderstand and
abuse power. Watch the video
here.

 

Monthly Marley Meeting on 18th July

We hope to resume our regular
gathering  in Marley on the third
Saturday of next month i.e. 18th
July (starting at 10am with a
cuppa and biscuits) and is open
to all men. Men are invited to join
us in this space to sit and share
their stories with other men in a
safe, confidential and supportive
environment. We will also hold an open Zoom Meeting on the first
Saturday of every month beginning in July - see our website for
details.

Why not join us?

Follow this link for directions:

 Upcoming Events:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6OO6X39lNnE
http://malejourney.ie/what-s-happening/list-of-events/event/141-monthly-marley-meeting


The Men’s Rites of Passage (MROP) is a five-day, deeply
soulful experience that builds on the classic patterns of
male initiation through profound rituals and teachings.

Men’s RITEs of passage have been around for millennia
in practically every tradition the earth has ever seen. The
transition from “Boy” to “Man” has occurred in many
different guises but the theme of dying to one stage of life
to enter another remains unchanged.

You are unique, worthy of respect because of your dignity
as a human being. The RITEs have the potential in
helping you discover who you are, more than how you
seem and greater than you imagined. It is a time for men
to grow and gain hope for the future.   

Life wounds all of us but great blessings can come from
our wounds. It is life that defines us, not our losses, hurts
or failings. These are the stepping stones to a more
aware and fuller life

Our strength together helps us be better men able to
accept the responsibilities and challenges of life. The
Men’s RITEs of Passage are suitable for men of all
colour, age, sexuality, ethnicity and faith tradition - or
none.

In the words of the programme’s founder, Fr. Richard
Rohr:

“Men are asked to come with a willingness to
participate from beginning to end and not as an
observer. All participants begin at point zero with no
agendas to live up to or down to. All that is required is
for a man to come with a ‘beginner’s mind’ and the
readiness of a young novice seeking wisdom.
Ultimately, initiation, like life itself, is not a “spectator’s
sport.”

Application Forms here

 

 

Covid time afforded us the opportunity to reflect on the
importance of Local Groups and establishing new ones
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where men can gather to do their inner work. We are
delighted to report that we have a number of men in the
North Wicklow area raring to go as soon as it is safe to
gather physically again. Our Road Trips have a threefold
purpose:

To inform people about M.A.L.E.s Ireland
To let people know about the RITEs - MROP
To see the feasability of setting up a local M.A.L.E.s
group

If you would like more information about setting up a
Local Group in your area, you can contact Paul at
paul.p.odriscoll@gmail.com.

 

To see and hear what Irish men who have completed the
RITEs have to say, click here.

Quest for the Grail, 13 – 15 November 2020  

The Masculine Spiritual Journey

Today's culture has failed to create a spiritual vocabulary
that speaks to so many men. The Grail Quest story was
created at a time of spiritual crisis and it’s lessons are
very relevant today. This workshop offers a time to reflect
on life's timeless priorities in terms of what he brings to
self, family, work and the world at large. The weekend
includes drumming, solo time in nature, fire circle, silence,
ritual and healing conversations.

mailto:paul.p.odriscoll@gmail.com.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lQm6ZSaYjV4


The Quest will be held in Slí and Chroí, Kiltegan, Co
Wicklow from the 13th to the 15th November, 2020. Put it
in your diary.

More details will be posted on our website.

 

Recent Events: 
Kevin McCormack, a Cork-based poet, writer,a
mindfulness and meditation teacher and actor has been
particularly creative during the Covid pandemic period.
He has put some of his recent work on the YouTube
platform and you can treat yourselves to the fruits of his
labour on these five links:

1. Guided meditation - Beach Meditation Verse
2. Be the one who wakes up thankful...
3. Don’t look back in anger...
4. If this time has taught me anything...

5. Today we mourned you differently...

Checkout the current issue of our US brothers'
newsletter,  Drumbeat, and read their statement on
Racism whose message is universally applicable. You
can also view the first video from Soularize 2019
featuring Illuman Board Chair Terry Symens-Bucher's
welcoming address and poet Tim McLaughlin here.

 

 

The body is sacred – the temple of the Holy Spirit. Treat your body
gently and respectfully – honour it, welcome and allow it to take its
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course. Be grateful to your body for being such a hospitable place for
your journey through life. “The body is a sacred threshold; and it
deserves to be respected, minded and understood in its spiritual
nature.” (John O’Donohue)

How tender, fragile and precious is the house of belonging called the
body. In the Celtic world of the senses, there was no barrier between
soul and body – each was natural to the other. A body that is cared for
has a greater opportunity to advance the spiritual life. Be grateful to
your body for bringing you through life. A welcoming attitude of awe
and gratitude towards the body is such an important factor in the
enhancement of your spiritual life.

God needs your body to dance – the time to dance is now! Too often
we are taught to distrust the beauty and wisdom of the body. Our very
DNA is Divine. God has carefully created and tenderly blessed all
people with dignity and worthiness – a Divine work of art.
Christ does not reveal what it is to be Divine but what it is to be human.
All creation is good because it is the product of Divine joy. We need to
cleanse the doors and windows of our perception and see with new
eyes the ordinary in a completely different way.

We should never lose the sense of wonder of the indwelling of God in
all of creation. “Christ has no body now but yours; no hands, no feet on
earth but yours; yours are the eyes with which he looks with
compassion on the world; yours are the feet with which he walks to do
good; yours are the hands with which he blesses all the world.” ( St.
Teresa)

Creation is the beginning of incarnation – the first bible - that is sacred
and carries the imprint of God. When we are moved by nature,
something deep in us is touched - reverence, awe and gratitude are
the appropriate responses. We are indeed stardust and we are made
to shine as brightly as the stars.

Human senses are the guides to take you deep into the inner world of
your heart – the senses are your bridges to the world – they are
generous pathways which can bring you home. Your senses are large
pores which let the world in. Your body is the only home that you have
in this world – a home which shelters you.

“The human face is the subtle yet visual autobiography of each person.
Every face is a window outwards and inwards on a unique life. While
the rest of the body is covered, the face is naked. The vulnerability of
this nakedness issues a profound call for understanding and
compassion.” (John O’ Donohue) The face is a threshold where a
world looks out and a world looks in – the face brings the two worlds
together – with age and memory the face gradually mirrors the journey
of the soul.

May you see what you see through different eyes; hear what you hear
through different ears; may you taste what you have never tasted
before; and go deeper than your shallow self.

George

 

For Your Diary...                                



In some areas, men keep the 30th of each month as
"Men's Day" when men gather in a particular place
for an event - could be as simple as a cup of coffee
and a chat, a hike, - the possibilities are endless.
Why not organise something in your area?

Focal Scoir...

If you know someone who might be interested in the contents of this
Newsletter, kindly press the forward arrow just above the banner on top
of the Newsletter and fill in the person's email address. Míle Buíochas.

 
 
 

If you have any upcoming events
that you would like us to place
contact us here

 
 

 

To stay informed on issues
affecting men and to share
inspirational ideas, why not follow
us on Facebook?

 
  
     

 
   "A young man who cannot cry is a savage;

   an old man who cannot laugh is a fool."
 

 

Bank Account details:

Males Ireland
Bank of Ireland, Newbridge
Sort code: 901263 
Account No: 45319007

IBAN IE77BOFI90126345319007

 

    

  Click here to unsubscribe from this newsletter   www.malejourney.ie  
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